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R does not limit users to preprogrammed procedures as in commercial statistical software.
R is a free open source software. It is downloadable from the Comprehensible R Archive Network
(CRAN). R is a programing language and a software environment for data analysis and statistics (Cotton,
2013). Users can download R from mirror sites around the world. Cotton noted that R refers to two
things, the programming language and the software that runs programs written in R.
Ross Ihaca and Robert Gentleman created R in the early 1990s from S language developed at Bell
Laboratories in the 1970s (Cotton, 2013; Kleiber & Zeileis, 2008). Base R extends itself by using packages
stored in libraries (Kleiber and Zeileis, 2008). Faraway (2002) indicated that the greatest disadvantage in
R is that it is not easy to learn.
Below is the initial R screen.

Deepanshu Bhalla from Listen Data, in 2016, listed companies using R; top tier companies on his list
included Facebook, Google, Twitter, Microsoft, Uber, and so on. IT companies included Accenture,
Amadeus IT Group, Capgemini, Cognizant, and more. Consulting companies included A.T. Kearney,
Absolute Data, AC Nielsen, Bain and Company, IBM, and others. Financial institutions included American
Express, Bank of America, Citibank, and so on. Make Me Analyst also has a more recent list of companies
using R and indicated that the most popular language for data science analysis is R, followed by Python,
SQL, and Excel.
Revolutions, in 2017, noted that “CRAN, the global repository of open-source packages that extend the
capabilities of R, reached a milestone today. There are now more than 10,000 R packages available for
download.” It also confirmed that R is the most popular language for data scientists.
The basic unit in R is a vector, and functions in R operate on vectors (Kleiber & Zeileis, 2008). Users
construct vectors by using the function c ( ), c stands for combine or concatenate. So, we can form a
vector z in the following fashion:
> z <- c (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
The <- is known as an assignment operator, users can use an equal sign instead, but programmers prefer
the assignment operator. Function length ( ) finds the length of the vector:
> length (z), it returns
[1] 5
Everything in R is an object (Kleiber & Zeileis, 2008). Objects are variables, vectors, matrices, functions,
and so on. The function object ( ) displays the names of the objects stored in the user’s workspace. All
objects created in a session can be permanently stored for later retrieval. Vectors' values must be of the
same mode. Objects in R have a class that can be discovered by the function class.
Users use the command library ( ) to load packages, and packages in Base R can be seen by typing library
( ); they can create histograms, bar plots, pie charts, boxplots, perform regression analyses, and so on.
The code for a histogram is:
> s <-hist (variable, freq = FALSE)
> lines (density(variable))
Users can also write their functions, as well as take advantage of useful packages for quality control
charting. For instance, the qcc package provides plotting for Shewhart quality control and Cusum and
EWMA charts, draws operating characteristic curves, performs process capability analyses, draws Pareto
charts, and cause-and-effect diagrams (Scrucca, 2004). R also has Six Sigma packages; McDonough
(2011) noted that the Six Sigma project involves a significant amount of statistical analysis and that Black
Belts usually use Minitab or JMP to perform these analyses. He said that commercial software is limited
in capability and quite expensive. Thus, the importance of due diligence when acquiring statistical
packages is essential.
Many researchers use R for regression analyses, including econometricians. For instance, given a model

y = Xβ + ε
where y is the dependent variable, and the X matrix contains the independent variable(s). R uses the
function lm ( ) for finding the regression coefficient(s), residuals, and so on. User would use
> s_lm = lm ( y ~ x) to find the coefficients, standard errors, t values, probabilities, R-Square and F values
of the regression. s_lm stores these values, and the function summary ( ) or summary (s_lm) makes
them available. Users use the functions plot ( ) and abline ( ) to plot the graph and draw the regression
line, plot (y ~ x), and abline (s_lm), respectively.

From STHDA

Organizations that use and pay for multiple licenses of preprogrammed commercial software should
consider the cost savings and flexibility of the free R open-source software versus its learning slope.
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